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of the artifacts which are very helpful, if not essential, to 

preliminary belief; and ex-hypothesi without vivid belief no 

objective paranormal phenomena will ensue. Where rigorous 

scientific controls are used the phenomena will never get off the 

ground. Later on we shall see that controls may also counteract 

belief more directly, irrespective of artifact, through the process of 

'counter-suggestion'. Controls also interfere by increasing 

resistance: this is because they make the anticipated encounter 

with the paranormal seemed unequivocal. 

(vii) Operation of the principle in other areas 

 The principle of 'growth out of artifacts' or 'superimposition 

of paranormal on chance normal events' seems to operate rather 

obviously in a number of areas of ostensible macro-PK action. 

Space will not permit a full survey, but the following examples will 

serve as illustrations. In The Blue Room Clive Chapman describes 

how the alleged spirit voices' came on top of almost continuous 

piano playing (19).  In a forthcoming book, the Latvian author 

Konstantin Raudive describes the alleged emergence of paranormal 

voices on tape-recordings, the voices being superimposed on 'noise' 

deliberately introduced, for example, from between stations on a 

radio receiver (20). Stationary targets such as a pith ball are 

notoriously difficult to move by PK, whereas targets such as 

paramecia that are already in random motion seem to have been 

influenced successfully (21). In the latter case the random 

movements could intermittently provide illusory success and thus 

build up a belief state. Perhaps 'thoughtographic' results (when not 

simply fakes) have their origin in purely accidental markings. As 

every photographer knows, freaks due to faulty development, the 

camera, or the lighting, are not uncommon. 

∗ ∗ ∗ 
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